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ABSTRACT 
 
For software systems to be of good quality and acceptable to users, it is pre-
requisite that the software developed so far must conform to user’s needs at its 
best. Moreover, quality requirements are essential for a software system to be 
developed.  The software must comply with users’ requirements either functional 
and/or non-functional.  The process of gathering and analyzing essential and 
complete user requirements is challenging one.  As development of cloud 
applications is concerned, the requirements gathering and analysis process seems 
to be more complex due to crucial nature of user requirements particularly 
encompassing additional security requirements. Key challenge in cloud 
computing is data security so securities concerns are supposed to be the most 
essential factor in the domain of cloud computing applications.  Such challenge 
demands a formally secure System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Our 
research study proposes requirement analysis algebra that may provide a formal 
basis to requirement engineering and consequently may help the analyst in 
analyzing both functional and security requirements of cloud applications to be 
developed. The application of algebra proposed may enhance understanding of 
system requirements phase and improve the security requirements significantly. 
 
Keywords: Requirement Engineering, Requirement Algebra, Performance 
Monitoring, Cloud Application 
 
1) INTRODUCTION  
 
Key challenge in cloud computing is data security so securities concerns 
are supposed to be the most essential factor in the domain of cloud 
computing applications.  Such challenge demands a formally secure 
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). A mathematical model to 
incorporate security requirements during development life cycle of a 
cloud computing application is introduced in our research study. To 
provide complete guideline to handle and incorporate security 
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requirements during life span of cloud computing environment, the 
Requirement Algebra (RA) as a tool is introduced and then used.  
Requirement Algebra (RA) can also be used for all such application 
domains where security is curious. For better understanding of the RA of 
functional and security requirements during analysis, a practical example 
of E-Legal system has been considered. Its detail is given in section 3.  
 
The process of requirements gathering and analysis during software 
development is an important aspect and it’s a difficult and critical task 
(Playle et al., 1996). The dependency of quality software on requirement 
gathering and their analysis cannot be under estimated (Microsoft, 2003; 
Holtzblatt et al., 1995). For cloud computing applications in which 
security is a major concern, the difficulty level of software application 
development is two fold because, gathering of functional and security 
requirements and their analysis in these applications is a time-consuming 
and pain-taking (Paolo et al.,2004).  Identifying both functional and 
security related requirements and to find out inter and intra dependency 
relationships is a complex task (Mostert et al., 1995). The ever changing 
user requirements and security issues of the dynamic applications 
demands mathematical modeling techniques to be introduced for 
software design.  
 
There exists, intra-relationships within the two sets of requirements, i.e., 
set of functional and set of security requirements and the inter-
relationships between these two sets of requirements. The two sets of 
requirements are referred to as the set of operands of the proposed 
requirement analysis algebra. A set of operations/operators are defined 
as “operate on the set of operands”. E-Legal system proposed in section-3 
not only covers the homogenous but includes the heterogeneous domains 
such as Online-Banking collaboration with E-Legal and Prison 
Management consequently its complexity is twofold. Like any other 
internet based computing, major concern about Cloud Computing is its 
security (Harauz et al., 2009, Furht et al., 2010). 
 
Mathematical modeling is speculated to be the best way to elaborate the 
security requirements (i.e. formalism) which helps to truly depict the 
requirements during analysis and will be used during design of system. 
To address this concern, interpretation of the operations and operands of 
the functional and security requirements of an E-Legal system in the 
cloud computing environment has been presented in the reaming part of 
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the paper. The proposed Requirement Analysis Algebra presented so far 
may serve as foundation for the secured design of cloud applications. It 
can be helpful in analyzing applications in the analysis phase of the 
proposed methodology. The salient feature of the algebra is that it built a 
table of user verse their opted requirements using the Opt operator (see 
Section 4.3.4). The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we give the related work.  In Section 3, we give a running 
example and its details. This example is used to elaborate working of the 
proposed algebra. The proposed requirement analysis algebra is 
presented in Section 4. Whereas, implementation of the RAA is provided 
in Section 5.  In Section 6, we give concluding remarks and future 
directions of this work. 
 
2) LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
According to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
Cloud Computing is a shared pool of virtual resources such as hardware 
and software entities(like servers, network and software application 
services) to be provided on request as and when ever required that is 
scalable and managed with nominal effort (NIST, 2009). Different types of 
cloud computing deployments include “Public” (open to any customer 
for usage), “Private” (specifically for an exclusive use to limited type of 
the users, like a Virtual Private Network) and “Hybrid” i.e. combination 
of both public and private, (Ran, L.; et al., 2010).  
 
Cloud computing is a new era in the computing world and getting 
popularity due to its various advantages. It is playing a vital role these 
days in various application domains enabling organizations to enhance 
their services by utilizing its economical power (Zheng, 2010). Cloud 
Computing is economical because of utilization of the idle I.T. resources 
through improving utilization rate and reducing power consumption 
(Berl et al., 2010). 
 
Internet based computing services such as Cloud is the most incredibly 
and dynamically growing computer technologies in this modern era. 
(Leavitt, 2009) reported that the cloud adoption rate has tremendously 
accelerated. The number of users accessing the Cloud applications is 
growing exponentially all over the world (Buyya et al., 2009). One of the 
example of cloud computing is G-mail. Cloud computing is a scale-able 
pool of virtual resources (hardware, software and data etc.), promising 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167739X08001957
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users to access these resources at anytime, anywhere through internet. For 
most of the users it is not different from the web services, however, 
technically both services have different attributes such as scalability, 
flexibility and resource pooling and these are the key differences of the 
Cloud (Dan Svantesson et al., 2010). 
 
2.1) Cloud Computing Services 
 
Cloud computing is playing an important role these days in various fields 
enabling the Organizations to improve their service delivery by utilizing 
its economical power (Raj et al.,2011). Cloud computing paradigm is a 
transit from the single customer approach towards scalable multi-users 
on multi-platform computing services through Internet (King, 2008). 
Software as a Service (SaaS) are software applications that are provided as 
a service to the users. Financial, Inventory, Supply chain application, HR 
and CRM are most common categories of Software as a Service; the most 
prominent vendor in this category is Salesforce.com. The payment of the 
software is on use basis and does not require any capital investment by 
the user (Armbrust et al., 2010). 

110| 

 
Figure 1: Main Services of Cloud Computing 

 
A SaaS consisting of a single workload is most cost effective for the 
provider to manage and is therefore most economical model. SaaS 
suppliers offer the services accessible by using web browser, which does 
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net users are using cloud services in one-
ay or the other (Yunis, 2009).  

otential of this new 
merging platform of the future (Glott et al., 2011). 

ll as 
e inter-relationship between security and functional requirements.  

not require any installation by the end-user premises. Common examples 
include Google’s Gmail, Google Search, Microsoft’s Business Online 
Productivity Suite, Microsoft Customer Relationship Management (CRM), 
Microsoft Office Live, salesforce.com on demand applications etc. In 
contrast to IaaS, SaaS provide solutions of the specific problem that 
includes software applications hosted as service, provided to customer. 
As in the perspective of SaaS, one program is sufficient to serve millions 
of users with the ultimate benefit of cost saving (Jaeger et al., 2008). 
Approximately, 50% of the inter
w
 
Cloud computing extends cross-organizational and regional boundaries 
(Sasaki, 2011). Since cloud services are available globally across the board 
on multi-platforms. Therefore, security and privacy issues of cloud 
computing have to be resolved, to utilize full p
e
 
Due to peculiar characteristics of cloud computing, there are many 
problems in this new computing environment and security concern is one 
of the major issues of the users and service providers (Armbrust et al., 
2010). Security requirements may affect the working of software (Rashid 
et al., 2003). Privacy should be integrated at every stage of software 
development instead of together the screw at some later stage (Ran, L.; et 
al., 2010). It has also been observed (Giorgini et al., 2005), that Security 
requirements often conflict with each other, as well as with other 
requirements. Therefore, it is important to understand the intra-
relationship of security and functional requirements separately, as we
th
 
It has been emphasized revision of existing development methodologies 
to ensure security of cloud application throughout the development life-
cycle (Javier et al., 2008). The concept of cloud computing cannot be 
successfully implemented, until and unless a secured mechanism is 
introduced. It is therefore justifiable to investigate and propose 
methodologies to ensure reliability and security of cloud computing, 
which requires in-depth study and analysis that how security to be 
considered for modelling and development; from the initial phase to 
obtain secure cloud systems. The formal methods are disciplined 
techniques so its usage is helpful for specification, development and 
verification of software (Chen et al., 2004). An example of such successful 
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t

istent with its 
quirements, and to model its properties and attributes.  

roposed may serve as secured foundation for the whole future IT world.  

) E-LEGAL SYSTEM 

 
ab system etc. That is why; it best suits to elaborate our research work.   

es, law 
nforcement agencies, Forensic Labs., and the litigant public etc.   

ng, Court Proceedings, Workflow, 
ourt’s decision and judgment etc., 

 

implemen ation of formal methods to ensure software security is type 
checking (Chen et al., 2002), is an integral feature of modern 
programming languages like Java and C#. The formal methods best suit 
to precisely specify such requirements to be addressed during 
architecture and design stages (George et al., 2003). According to (Butler 
et al., 1995) mathematical (or formal) methods and notations are used to 
precisely define the behaviour of the software, cons
re
 
Since formalism is considered the best way to maintain maximum level of 
accuracy in terms of security, therefore Requirements Analysis Algebra 
p
 
3
 
In order to understand requirement algebra of the functional and security 
requirements during analysis of a cloud application development, real life 
example of E-Legal system is being discussed as a representative of all 
application domains. An E-Legal system is aggregation of various 
domains, because of its interaction with other application such as Prison 
Management, On-line Banking, E-Govt., Solicitor Management, Forensic
L
 
However, due to peculiar characteristics of cloud computing, its 
utilization varies from domain to domain. Although, electronic legal 
system is beneficial in dispensation of fast and transparent justice to 
litigants as well as legal fraternity but at the same time its utilization in 
legal domain is still questionable due to security and privacy of the 
information and sharing of such information with the other stakeholders 
of the legal system such as Government Prosecutors, Advocat
e
 
The electronic legal system in a court of law is part of judicial process and 
includes different sets of electronic functions and technology gadgets to 
support the Court’s working. Different working modules are shown in an 
electronic legal system (see Figure 2) for example Electronic Case Filing, 
Scrutiny, Case Fixation, Scheduli
C

http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81540485756&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=302183993&cftoken=98362169
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Figure 2: Abstract view of E_Legal System Modules 

 
Case Filing is the first and foremost important step of the judicial process, 
which is the foundation of a legal proposition. Maximum contents (e.g. 
attaching copies of documents such as FIR, Medical report, Fardmalkiat, 
stamps, grievance and provision of law) of the case are added at this stage 
and all these types of contents fall into different types of categories.  So, at 
the one end the data diversity is high at this stage of the legal system and 
at the other hand its volume is very high. A number of steps/procedures 
(as given in Figure 3) are involved at the time of filing a case. Moreover, 
payment of the court fee depicts financial aspect of the case. Hence 
security level required during filling of a case is very curious. Electronic 
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filing lets people get more of their work done with their PCs to send and 
receive documents, pay filing fees, intimate other parties, receive court 
notices, and retrieve court information etc. As shown in Figure 3, during 
this process, documents and other court information is transmitted to the 
court through an electronic medium. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: DFD of E-Filling 
 
During Case filing, Court fee is also paid and it also includes the case 
diary process, scrutiny and allocation of Bench/Judge.  After a case is 
diarized, it is scrutinized against case law and other relevant court rules, 
as provided in the check-list of objections. If the case has no objection then 
case is considered as fit for hearing and a case number is assigned. The 
System marks the case for hearing to a bench/judge depending on the 
criteria set after checking the roster of available Judges. The case is also 
allocated to a Bench on the basis of category or specialty (e.g. Civil or 
Criminal) of the Judge and even on the basis of value involved or 
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sentence by lower court, if applicable (such as death life imprisonment 
etc.). 
 
4) REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS ALGEBRA (RAA) 
 
In software engineering, requirements are categorized broadly into two 
types, i.e., functional requirements and non-functional requirements. But 
in the cloud application domain and some other application domains 
(e.g., as web applications), during the development process main focus is 
on security requirements of the applications and these requirements may 
be considered as a part of functional requirements. But here we consider 
functional requirements and security requirements separately. By 
separating these two types of requirements, we can concentrate and 
analyze security requirements, functional requirements and their 
dependencies. To study and analyze both types of these requirements, we 
propose Requirement Analysis Algebra (RAA). This algebra can play an 
important role during analysis of all types of applications, particularly for 
those applications in which security is a crucial factor. Before proposing 
RAA we categorize requirements of an application and give their 
properties in the next section. 
 
4.1) Atomic and Composite Requirements 
 
We categorize requirements in two types/categories, i.e., Atomic 
requirement and Composite requirement. They are categorized on the 
constituent basis of requirements. Assume that the set, F = {F1, 
F2,F3…………Fn}, is the set of functional requirements of an 
application/software. Each subset of the set F may be Atomic or Composite 
requirement. We define a requirement to be an Atomic Requirement (AR), 
if it is not further divisible into a sub-requirement(s). In the case study 
given in Section 3, F34 (see details in Table 5.1), i.e., Issuance of the unique 
case no is an Atomic requirement. We refer to a requirement as the 
Composite Requirement (CR), if it is further divisible into one or more 
atomic and/or composite requirement(s). For example, in the case study F8, 

i.e., Submission of respondent information as a whole is a composite 
requirement. Because F8 consists of Respondent’s Name(s), Address(s) and 
Contact(s) etc.  It is to be noted that in our RAA, all requirements are in 
Atomic form and Composite requirements have been also decomposed in to 
Atomic. 
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4.2) Requirement Types 
 
In this section, we classify software requirements of an application based 
on their functionality. This classification is done into two types, i.e., 
functional requirements and security requirements. The set of functional 
requirements is denoted by F = {F1, F2,…..Fn}. Similarly, the set S is the set 
of security requirements, and it is denoted by S = {S1, S2,…,Sm}. The set R 
denotes both types of requirements (i.e., functional and security 
requirements) of a software/application, and they are written as, R={F U 
S}. 
 
These two sets that are usually non-empty sets, i.e., S and F are operands 
of the proposed RAA.  The intra and inter operators of the proposed 
algebra are defined in next Section. 
 
4.3) Operators 
 
In this section, we define operators of the proposed algebra. The proposed 
operators operate on the operands that have already been defined earlier 
in Section 4.1. These operators are formally defined in the next sections. 
 
4.3.1) Need Operator 
 
We define Need operator to develop the relationship between the two sets 
F and S. If a security requirement, Sj, is a mandatory requirement for the 
functional requirement, Fi, to make it secure, then we say that the security 
requirement, Sj, is a Need (Nd) of the Fi requirement and it is denoted as; 
Nd: F → S. The Nd operator is applied on the elements of the set F and it 
returns elements of the set S, i.e., Nd(Fi) = Select (Sj); (�n: 1 ≤  i ≤  n ) and 
(�m: 1 ≤  j ≤  m) and 0 ≤ |Nd| ≥ n. 
 
In other words, this operator finds security requirements of a given 
functional requirement. In our case study given in section 3, the 
functional requirement, F22, i.e., payment of court fee,  Nd(F22) = {S13, S14, S15, 
S16}, and using this operator Nd returns the element S13 Checking of 
availability of funds in the relevant account, as the security requirement and 
the elements S14, S15and S16 are also returned as security requirements of 
the functional requirement F22. 
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4.3.2) Vital Operator 
 
We define Vital operator to find out the vitality of security requirements 
for different functional requirements. If a security requirement, say Sj, is 
required and it is mandatory for the functional requirement(s) Fi, then 
Vital (ΰ) of Sj is Fi. We denote it as; ΰ(S) = F. The ΰ operator is applied to 
elements of the set S, and it returns elements of the set F, i.e. ΰ(Sj) = Select 
(Fi); (�n: 1 ≤ j≥m ��i: 1 ≤  j ≥n).Whereas1 < |ΰ (Sj)|> n  
 
In our case study the set S9, i.e., On-line verification of advocate from Bar 
Associations ΰ (S9) = {F1, F13, F19, F21} that means S9will vital for F1, F13, 
F19 and F21 to make them secure.  
 
4.3.3) Dependent Operator 
 
To find out dependency among different elements of the set, R, of 
requirements, we use the dependent operator and we denote it as Ď. 
Whereas, set R is total requirement i.e. functional and security such that 

R= F  S and F∩S=ɸ 

 
If a requirement has pre-requisite(s) that may be functional or security 
requirement(s), then the operator among them is referred as dependent. 
This system (F, Ď) represent dependency among different functional 
requirements. If a functional requirement, Fj, is dependent upon Fi, then Fi 

is pre-requisite and should act before the action of Fj. We will denote it as; 

Ď:F → F;   Fi,FjЄF, Ď(Fi) = Fj, i#j. For example, in the case study (see 

section 3) F3, i.e., Payment of E.F. Charges dependent upon, F2, Selection of 
Electronic Facilities (EF). Similarly, dependency among security 

requirements is represented as;.Ď:S → S; Sm,Sn ЄS, Ď(Sm) = Sn  m#n. 
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4.3.4) Opted Operators  
 
To capture the majority-honored requirements, we propose Opted 
operator. This operator is denoted by Ỏpt, and it returns number of users 
who have opted for a given functional requirements. The Ỏpt operator can 
help the analysts in determining the percentage of users for each 
requirement of an application, who have opted the requirement out of the 
total number of requirements of the application. 
 
For instance, U1, U2, U3,….Uk are the users and they have opted functional 
requirements using the operator Ỏpt. Results of the operator Ỏpt got this 
set of users are recorded in Table 1. This table is initially built during 
Analysis Phase, and it can be used during and after development to 
monitor functional requirement of an application. This monitoring can be 
helpful to the system administrator in deciding the future of each 
functional requirement/service. 
 

Table 1: Monitoring of functional requirement 
 

User F1 F2 F3 …> Fn-2 Fn-1 Fn

U1 Ỏpt Ỏpt   Ỏpt   

U 2 Ỏpt    Ỏpt   

U 3 Ỏpt       

 .. …  .. .. .. .. 

Uk Ỏpt Ỏpt      

Enumerate 4 2   2   

 
This is a dynamic type table, and as said earlier it is built during the 
analysis, and then it can be updated during the subsequent phase. It is 
also updated regularly when the application is operational. Note that this 
table becomes permanent part of the cloud application after its 
development. Based on these monitoring results of the table, the 
application can be tune-up to get better performance of the application 
after its development. This can save computational cost and also reduce 
the over-heads by temporarily disabling the functions, which have value 
of Ỏpt less than threshold value. Thereafter, when the value of the 
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operator, Ỏpt, for a certain function increases than its threshold value, then 
the function can be enabled. In Figure 4, we have shown a set of 
requirements/demands of different user’s, they are given as follows: 
Ỏpt(U1), Ỏpt(U2), Ỏpt(U3)……Ỏpt(uk).  
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Ỏpt(U1)= {F1, F2, Fn-2} 

Ỏpt(U2) = {F1, Fn-2} 

Ỏpt(U3) = {F1} 

Ỏpt(Uk) = {F1,F2} 
 

Figure 4. User’s Requirements Monitoring 

 
4.3.5) Union and Intersection Operations 
 
Now we define the set of operations/operators Union and Intersection on 
user requirements to assess their usefulness. This can be helpful to the 
software engineer/analyst.  
 
i) Union Operator 
 

Requirements of application are gathered from multiple and different 
sources and hence are prone to be duplicated. The union (U) operator 
filters out the redundant requirements, it operates on set requirements of 
different users (as shown in Table 1), and gives a unique set of 

requirements of clients i.e., F= {F1, F2, F3…. Fn-2, Fn-1, Fn}.   FiєF. If total 

number of users of an application is k, then Ỏpt (Requirement) = 
Enumerate/k 

 

Ỏpt (F1) = 4 / k’ Ỏpt (F2) = 2 / k’ Ỏpt (Fn-2)= 3 / k and so on  FiєF 

 
We develop only those requirements which have been Ỏ  by the 
numbers of users greater than the pre-determined threshold. The 
threshold will is calculated by the analyst, using percentage of users. 
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Finally, we obtain the set of candidate requirements to be analyzed by the 
analyst for the software development. 
 
ii) Intersection Function 
 
The Intersection operator returns the most important and popular 
requirements of an application among its users. It provides the rating of 
requirements as well as determines commonality. The commonality helps 
to develop such requirements which are used by large number of users, 
and it helps in the rating application’s requirements highest in demand. 
The Intersection (∩) operator operates on the set of requirements. It is 
observed that the operator U and ∩ differ, because of their objective. 
 
4.4) Rules for operator Need (Nd) 
 
In Appendix-I and Appendix-II, we give functional requirements’ 
dependency and their security Need (Nd) and security features for various 
functions, respectively, of our case study/running example given in 
Section 3. We have classified the security requirements of various 
functions such as High, Medium and Low on the basis of their 
vulnerabilities. Similarly, in Appendix-III, the input and output are 
categorized based on their importance and vulnerabilities as Open (O), 
Close (C), Secret (S) and Top Secret (T) and as Open (Op), Close (Cl), Secret 
(Se) and Top Secret (To), respectively. 
 
We assign the attributes as Open, Close, Secret and Top secret to an input 
and output if it accessible to public, if it is only accessible to user after 
certain timeframe, e.g., court decision, if it is accessible to only limited 
number of users and it is accessible to only restricted users after certain 
timeframe, respectively. The categories of security Needs operator, Nd, are 
proposed, i.e., Low, Medium and High to assign the applications in which 
securities are a crucial need. We are actively working to propose rules for 
boundary cases such as when there is no input or output of a function. In 
the following section, we give the rules to apply the Nd operator.  
 
4.4.1) Rule for Single Input and Single Output 
 
Input * Output = [O, C, S, T] * [Op, Cl, Se, To] 
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={(O, Op), (O, Cl),(O, Se) ,(O, To) ,(C, Op) ,(C, Cl),(S, Se) ,(C, To) ,(S, 
Op),(S, Cl), (C, Se) ,(C, To) , (T, Op), (T, Cl), (T, Se) , (T, To) 
i) If (O, Op) v (O, Cl) Є (Input * Output) => Security “Low”  
ii) If (O, Se) v (C, Op) v (T, Op) v (S, Op) v (C, Cl) Є (Input * Output) 

=> Security “Medium” 
iii) If (O, To) v (S, Se) v (S, Cl) v (S, To) v (C, Se) v (C, To) v (T, Se) v (T, 

Cl) v (T, To) Є (Input * Output) => Security “High” 
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4.4.2) Rule for Double Input and Single Output 
 
Input * Input * Output = [O, C, S, T] * [O, C, S, T] * [Op, Cl, Se, To] 
={(O, O, Op), (O, O, Cl),(O, O, Se),(O, O, To), (O, C, Op), (O, C, Cl),(O, C, 
Se),(O, C, To), 
(O, S, Op), (O, S, Cl),(O, S, Se),(O, S, To), (O, T, Op), (O, T, Cl),(O, T, 
Se),(O, T, To), 
(C, O, Op), (C, O, Cl),(C, O, Se),(C, O, To), (C, C, Op), (C, C, Cl),(C, C, 
Se),(C, C, To), 
(C, S, Op), (C, S, Cl),(C, S, Se),(C, S, To), (C, T, Op), (C, T, Cl),(C, T, Se),(C, 
T, To), 
(S, O, Op), (S, O, Cl),(S, O, Se),(S, O, To), (S, C, Op), (S, C, Cl),(S, C, Se),(S, 
C, To), 
(S, S, Op), (S, S, Cl),(S, S, Se),(S, S, To), (S, T, Op), (S, T, Cl),(S, T, Se),(S, T, 
To), 
(T, O, Op), (T, O, Cl),(T, O, Se),(T, O, To), (T, C, Op), (T, C, Cl),(T, C, 
Se),(T, C, To), 
(T, S, Op), (T, S, Cl),(T, S, Se),(T, S, To), (T, T, Op), (T, T, Cl),(T, T, Se),(T, T, 
To)  
i) If (O, S, Op) v (O, C, Op) Є (Input * Input * Output) => Security 

“Low”  
ii) If (O, S, Se) v (O, C, Se) v (O, S, Cl) v (O, T, Op) v (S, C, Op) v (C, T, 

Op) v (C,T, Cl) Є (Input * Input * Output) => Security “Medium”   
iii) If (O, S, To) v (O, C, To) v (O, T, Se) v (O, T, Cl) v (O, T, To) v (S, C, 

Se) v (S, C, Cl) v (S, C, To) (C, T, Se) v (C, T, To) Є (Input * Input * 
Output) => Security “High” 

 
4.4.3) Rule for Double Input and Double Output 
 
Input * Input * Output * Output =[O, C, S, T]*[O, C, S, T]*[Op, Cl, Se, 
To]*[Op, Cl, Se, To] 
={(O, O, Op, Op), (O, O, Op, Cl), (O, O, Op, Se), (O, O, Op, To), (O, O, Cl, 
Op), (O, O, Cl, Cl),     (O, O, Cl, Se), (O, O, 
Cl,To)………………………………………… (T, T, To, To) 
i) If (O, O, Op, Op) v (O, O, Op, Cl) v (O, O, Cl, Op)... Є (Input * 

Input * Output* Output) => Security “Low” 
ii) (O, O, Op, Se) v (O, O, Cl, Cl)… Є (Input * Input * Output* Output) 

=> Security “Medium”   
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iii) If (O, O, Op, To) v (O, O, Cl, Se) v (O, O, Cl, To) v (T, T, To, To)… 
Є (Input * Input * Output* Output => Security “High”   

Similarly, we can extend these rules for multiple options of composite 
inputs and output. Moreover, we draw a conclusion that security such as 
High, Average and Low is required on the basis of types of input(s) and 
output(s) in Table 2. In our future work, we will also consider Operation, 
Consequences and Probability. 
 

Table 2: Security required on the basis of Types of Input(s) and Output(s) 
 

Input * Output (Data/Information Type) Security 

(O, To) v (S, Se) v (S, Cl) v (S, To) v (C, Se) v (C, To) v (T, Se) v (T, Cl) v 
(T, To) High 

(O, Se) v (C, Op) v (T, Op) v (S, Op) v (C, Cl) Medium 

(O, Op) v (O, Cl) Low 

 
5) IMPLEMENTATION OF RAA IN CASE STUDY 
 
As, we have taken case study of E-legal system (for details please see 
Section 3), for better understanding of the RAA of the functional and 
security requirements during analysis. The main stake holders of the E-
legal system are Advocate, Litigants, Court’s staff, and judges. For better 
understanding of the Algebra and its use in the requirement analysis, we 
have assumed functional and security requirements of E-Legal system on 
the basis of our experience and discussion with main stake holders of the 
domain, which are illustrated in Table 3. Nd(Fi). 
 
Nd(Fi) = Select {Sj:1≤ j≥16}.whereas  1≤ j≥36 
 

Table 3: Functional Requirements of E-Filling 
 
Depend Function Requirements  Security 

Input F1 Provide user’s information S1, S2, S3, S9

 F2 Selection of Electronic Facilities (E.F.)  

F2 F3 Payment of E.F. Charges S13, S14, S15, S16

F1 F4 Generate User-id S11
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We have provided complete RAA of functional requirements of the in E-
Legal system in Figure 6.  
 

Nd (F1)={S1,S2,S3,S9} 
Ď (F3)= F2

Nd (F2)={S13, S14, S15, S16} 
Ď (F4)=F1 

Nd(F4)=S11

Ď(F5)=F4

Nd (F5)={S4,S5.S6,S11,S12} 
Ď (F6)=F2

Nd (F6)=S8

Ď(F7) = F2

Nd (F7)=S8

Ď (F8)= F7

Nd (F8)=S8

Ď (F12)= F4

Nd (F12)=S8

Ď(F13)=F12

Nd (F13)=S9 

Ď (F14)= F4, F7

Ď (F15)= {F7,F14} 
Nd (F15)={S10, S11, S12, S13} 

Ď (F17)= {F7, F8} 
Nd (F17)=S8

Ď (F18)= {F7,F13} 
Nd (F18)=S8

Ď (F19)=F13

Nd (F19)=S9

Ď (F20)= F13

Nd (F20)=S8

Ď (F21)= {F7,F13} 
Nd (F21)={S8, S9} 
Ď (F22)= (F2,F11) 

Nd (F22)={S13, S14, S15, S16} 
Ď (F23)= F22

Nd (F23)=S13

Ď (F24)=F23

Nd (F24)=S13

Ď (F25)=F15
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Ď (F26) =F11

Ď (F27)=F25

Ď (F28)=F26

Ď (F29) =F15

Ď (F30)= {F7,F12} 
Ď (F31 )={F7, F 12} 
Ď (F32)=F27

Ď (F33)={F5,F6} 
Ď (F34)=F28

Ď (F35)=F34

Ď (F36)=F35

 
Figure 5: Requirement Algebra of Functional Requirements 

 
Figure 5, shows that F1 is not reliant upon any requirement, however 
security S1, S2, S3, S9 are Nd for it.F3 is Ď upon F2 and S13, S 14, S15, S 16 is Nd 
for it. F4 is Ď upon F1 and security S11 is Nd for it. F5 is Ď upon F4, however 
S4, S5, S6, S12 are Nd for it.  F6 is Ď upon F2; however security S8 is must for 
it.  F7 is Ď upon F2, however it Nd is S8.  F8 is Ď upon F7, and S8 is Nd for it.  
F12 is Ď upon F4, and S8 is Nd for it.  F13 is Ď upon F12; however security S9 
is Nd for it. F14 is Ď upon F4 and F7.F15 is Ď upon F7 and F14, whereas 
security S10, S11, S12, S13 is Nd for it.  F17 is Ď upon F7 and F8 and S8 is Nd for 
it.  F18 is Ď upon F7 and F13, whereas S8 is Nd for it.  F19 is dependent upon 
F13 and S9 is Nd for it.  F20 is Ď upon F7 and S8 is Nd for it.  F21 is Ď upon F7, 

F13, however security S8,S9 is Nd for it.  F22 is dependent upon F2, F11 

however security S13, S14, S 15,S16 are Nd for it.  F23 is Ď upon F22 however 
security S13 is Nd for it.  F24 is Ď upon F23 and S13 is Nd for it.  F25 is Ď upon 
F15,  F26 is Ď upon F11,  F27 is Ď upon F25,  F28Ď upon F26,  F29Ď upon F15,  
F30Ď upon {F7,F12},  F31Ď upon {F7,F12}, F32Ď upon F27,  F33Ď upon {F5,F6}, 
F34Ď upon F28,  F35Ď upon F34 and  F36Ď upon F35.

 
We observe from Table 3, that some functions like F1, F2, F3 andF4 are 
totally independent. However, others including F5 and F6 etc., are 
dependent; e.g., F5 is dependent on F1 that means that F1 is pre-requisite to 
be executed before F5. Moreover, transitive property of linear algebra is 
observed. As F1 is pre-requisite for F13 andF13 is pre-requisite for F19, which 
shows that F1 is also pre-requisite for F19 i.e., F1 ĎF19.Over all, we observe 
that for F5 the security requirements S4, S5, S6, S11 and S12 are essential and 
integral part for the security of function F5. 
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Shows 
total number of 
security function 
require to each 
function. 

Figure 6: Security Feature Nd by Functional Requirements  
 
Figure 6, shows the degree of security of different functions in terms of 
number of security features required for each of them. This graph infers 
the functions of the system, which are more security conscious. In future, 
we can also measure in terms of weight assignment, after assigning 
weight to each security feature.  As we have noted that, there are a large 
number of functions for which security is a core element i.e. F1, F3, F5, F15, 
and F22 Nd is 4 security feature to make them secure. In Figure 6,the dark 
lines shows the graph of required security features whereas, the natural 
numeric shows total number of security function r. Definitely, if we 
follow this mechanism during SDLC, the security of the application will 
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improve. For comprehensive study and analysis of the security 
requirements of the E-legal system, see details at Appendix-1.  
 
It has been observed from Table 3, that as we move towards latter stages 
of the application on such requirements, the security features decreases. 
However, the dependency increases to maximum at the end of system. 
Since the system already become secured, because of dependency among 
other secured functional requirement. It means requirement dependency 
is directly proportional to security requirements i.e., Ď α Security. 
 
As the requirements squeezes the dependency and security squeezes too. 
This shows that the security requirements are compulsory for different 
functional requirements. That means functional requirements and 
security requirements are inter-dependable. 
 
Now, we will introduce mathematical model to incorporate security 
requirements of E-Legal system (given in Table 3) during development 
life cycle by using Requirement Analysis Algebra as a tool. 
 

Table 4: Security Requirements of E-Filling 
 

Dependence Security Requirement of E-Filing Function 

 S1
Submission required details for creation of 
account F1

S1 S2
Verification through e-mail (level-
1):Verification through mobile call(level-2) F1

S2 S3
Verification through any other service such 
as SMS F1

 S4 User identity F4

S1 S5 Grant of password F4

S4 S6 Change the system generated password F5

S6 S7 Alert generation for password change  

 S8 On-line verification of User (CNIC) F6, F7, F8, F12, F17, 
F18, F20, F21

 S9
On-line verification of advocate from Bar 
Associations F1, F13, F19, F21

 
Complete security requirements of the E-Legal system is given in 
Appendix-II, where as its Algebra is provided in Figure 8.  
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ΰ(S1)=F1 

ΰ(S2)=F1 

ΰ(S3)=F1 

ΰ(S4)=F4  

ΰ(S5)=F4 

ΰ(S6)=F5 

ΰ(S8)={F6, F7, F8, F12, F17, F18, F20, F21} 

ΰ(S9)={F1, F13, F19, F21} 

ΰ(S11)={F2, F5, F15} 

ΰ(S12)={F5, F15} 

ΰ(S13)={ F3, F15, F22, F23, F24} 

ΰ(S14)= {F3,F22} 

ΰ(S15)= {F3,F22} 

ΰ(S16)= {F3,F22} 
 

Figure 7: Utilization of Security for Various Functions 
 
Figure 7, shows that S8is required by F6, F7, F8, F12, F17, F18, F20 and 
F21.Although these security requirements are also dependent upon each 
other, however we have not included this aspect presently in the RAA for 
the time being. The importance of user’s functional and security concerns 
has forced us to use mathematical modeling techniques which provide 
the necessary foundation for software design. Moreover, by applying 
these algebraic functions, it helps us to identify the required security 
features.  
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Figure 8: Graph showing Security Features needed to Various Functions 
 
The security and functionality may be significantly improved using RAA 
while designing and developing a system demanding extensive security 
measures for its implementation specifically in Cloud Computing 
environment. 
 
6) CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The proposed Requirements Analysis Algebra (RAA) presented in our 
research work addresses findings partially as further research is in 
progress. The research work is part of research carried out under title “A 
Secured Methodology for Designing Cloud Computing Applications” 
(Nasir A, 2013). The RAA proposed may be helpful in analyzing 
applications in the analysis phase. The salient feature of the algebra is that 
it built a table 1, of user versus their opted requirements using the Opt 
operator (see Section 4.3.4). The novelty of these research findings is that 
these can be used during the development phase and even later on when 
the application is operational. The use of the table 1, during operational 
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phase may have its implication in monitoring and tuning up the software 
applications in more rigorous way. 
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APPENDIX-I 
 

Depend Functional Requirement of E-Filing Security 

Input F1 Provide user’s information S1, S2, S3, S9

 F2 Selection of Electronic Facilities (E.F.)  

F2 F3 Payment of E.F. Charges S13, S14, S15, 
S16

F1 F4 Generate User-id S11

F4 F5 Access the system through user’s account _login S4, S5, S6, 
S12

F2 F6
Access the information through CNIC from National 

Database. S8

F2 F7
To intake Applicant info on the basis of CNIC from 

Database S8

F7 F8
Submission of respondents’ information using 

CNICs  S8

 F9 Provision of relevant law  

 F10 Provision of relevant citation  

 F11 Verification of relevant law/citation  

F4 F12 Submission of Advocate Identity S8

F12 F13 Verification of advocate identity S9

F4, F7 F14 Attach relevant documents & citations  

F 7, F14 F15

Submission of evidences, for example in criminal 
case FIR, report of medical and forensic science 

laboratory, DNA test etc. and in case of civil/family 
property, registration, Fardmalkiat, transfer deeds 

and marriage certificate, departments etc. 

S10, S11, S12, 
S13

 F16 verification from relevant departments  

F7, F8 F17 Submission of Undertakings S8

F7, F13 F18 Submission of Oath S8

F13 F19 Signatures of advocate S9

F7 F20 Signature of litigant S8

F7,13 F21
Verification of Signatures of advocate and litigant 

public. S8, S 9
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Depend Functional Requirement of E-Filing Security 

F2, F11 F22 Payment of court fee S13, S14, S15, 
S16

F22 F23 Issuance proof of court fee S13

F23 F24 Verification of court fee S13

F15 F25 Issuance of unique diary  

F11 F26 Assign relevant law  

F25 F27 Checking of all requisite documents  

F26 F28 Checking of relevant provisions of law/citations  

F15 F29 Point out deficiency, if any  

F7, F12 F30 Intimate/notify to the concerned  

F7, F12 F31 Receive objections  

F27 F32 Address/remove the objections  

F5, F6 F33 Re-submission after removal of objections  

F28 F34 Issue the unique case No.  

F34 F35
Marking of the case to the relevant bench/judge as 

per category  

F35  F36 Fix the hearing date  
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APPENDIX-II 

 
Dependence Security Requirement of E-Filing Function 

 S1
Submission required details for creation of 
account F1

S1 S2
Verification through e-mail (level-
1):Verification through mobile call(level-2) F1

S2 S3
Verification through any other service such 
as SMS F1

 S4 User identity F4

S1 S5 Grant of password F4

S4 S6 Change the system generated password F5

S6 S7 Alert generation for password change  

 S8 On-line verification of User (CNIC) F6, F7, F8,F12, F17, 
F18, F20, F21

 S9
On-line verification of advocate from Bar 
Associations F1, F13, F19, F21

S4 S10 Access to the system F2, F15

S4 S11 Submission of user through ID F2, F5, F15

Verification of user through password 
(level-1) F5, F15

S4 S12
Verification of user through digital Figure 
(e.g. Captcha) selected characters of the 
password (Even next Level can be added to 
restrict cut, paste etc.) 

 

S10 S13
Checking of availability of funds in the 
relevant account 

F3, F15, F22, F23, 
F24

S11, S12 S14 Transfer of funds through  password F3, F22

S11, S12 S15 Use of some smart/credit card etc. F3, F22

S14, S15 S16 Payment of court fee through credit card F3, F22
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APPENDIX-III 
 

Input Output Functional Requirement of E-
Filing Data/Inform

ation Type 
Data/Inform
ation Type 

Consequences Security 

F1
Provide user’s 
information Secret Secrete Confidentiality High 

F2
Selection of Electronic 
Facilities (E.F.) Open Open Integrity Medium 

F3
Payment of E.F. 
Charges Open Secrete Integrity High 

F4 Generate User-id Top Secret Top Secret Confidentiality High 

F5

Access the system 
through user’s account 
_login 

Secret Secrete Confidentiality High 

F6

Access the information 
through CNIC from 
National Database. 

Open Open Availability Low 

F7

To intake Applicant info 
on the basis of CNIC 
from Database 

Open Open Availability Low 

F8

Submission of 
respondents 
information using 
CNICs  

Open Open Availability Low 

F9
Provision of relevant 
law Open Open Availability Low 

F10
Provision of relevant 
citation Open Open Availability Low 

F11
Verification of relevant 
law/citation Open Open Availability Low 

F12
Submission of Advocate 
Identity Close Open Integrity, 

Availability Low 

F13
Verification of advocate 
identity Close Open Availability Low 

F14
Attach relevant 
documents & citations Open Open Availability Low 

F15

Submission of 
evidences, for example 
in criminal case FIR, 
report of medical and 
forensic science 
laboratory, DNA test 
etc. and in case of 
civil/family property, 
registration, 
Fardmalkiat, transfer 
deeds and marriage 

Close Close Availability Low 
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Input Output Functional Requirement of E-
Filing Data/Inform

ation Type 
Data/Inform
ation Type 

Consequences Security 

certificate, departments 
etc. 

F16
verification from 
relevant departments Close Close Integrity, 

Availability High 

F17
Submission of 
Undertakings Close Close Integrity, 

Availability High 

F18 Submission of Oath Close Close Availability High 
F19 Signatures of advocate Open Open Availability High 
F20 Signature of litigant Open Open Availability High 

F21

Verification of 
Signatures of advocate 
and litigant public. 

Close Close Integrity, 
Availability Low 

F22 Payment of court fee Open Open Availability High 

F23
Issuance proof of court 
fee Close Close Integrity, 

Availability High 

F24 Verification of court fee Close Close Integrity, 
Availability High 

F25
Issuance of unique 
diary Close Close Integrity High 

F26 Assign relevant law Open Open Availability Low 

F27
Checking of all requisite 
documents Secret Secrete Availability High 

F28

Checking of relevant 
provisions of 
law/citations 

Open Open Availability Low 

F29
Point out deficiency, if 
any Open Open Availability High 

F30
Intimate/notify to the 
concerned Open Open Availability High 

F31 Receive objections Open Open Availability Low 

F32
Address/remove the 
objections Open Open Availability High 

F33
Re-submission after 
removal of objections Close Close Availability High 

F34
Issue the unique case 
No. Open Open Availability High 

F35

Marking of the case to 
the relevant 
bench/judge as per 
category 

Open Open Availability High 

F36 Fix the hearing date Open Open Availability High 
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